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This paper presents a modular approach to generic exergame design that
combines custom exercises into a meaningful and motivating story. As a novelty, it can
be individually tailored and adapted to people with different needs and progression of
the disorder, making it applicable to different diseases or therapies. To prove the wide
range of possible users, evaluative tests were performed on 14 patients with different
types and degrees of neuromuscular disorders, who were classified into three groups
according to strength and autonomy. The game is based on motion capturing with
Kinect X360 and integrates four example exercises, adjustable via our therapeutic web
platform “Blexer-med”. Scores and three questionnaires (before, during, and after the
intervention) revealed similar experiences in all groups, while the weakest ones had
the most fun and satisfaction. Players preferred exercises that provided the necessary
points to advance and win. The freely chosen schedule revealed a weekly use of 2.5
days with an average duration of 20 minutes per session. Pure exercise time was about
half the total playing time. The concept has been proved to be feasible and sets a good
basis for further development. Full 3D exercises need further fine tuning to enhance
fun and motivation.
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Introduction
People with physical impairments caused by injury or disease
need to do physical exercise for recovering or maintaining their
level of fitness, as well as to prevent muscle loss. Due to their
restricted possibilities to access regular sports activities, they must
perform personalized physiotherapy, which usually is a costly and
time-consuming burden (Esfahlani, et al. [1]). Besides, it often
requires additional unsupervised exercises at home (Ortiz-Catalan,

et al. [2]). According to (Bonnechere, et al. [3]), Virtual Reality
Rehabilitation (VRR) is a promising solution: Serious Games
(SG) based on 3D motion capturing provide the possibility for
additional physical training in combination with conventional
treatments. Furthermore, motivation enhances performance and
progress can be monitored. However, (Howard [4]) reported in his
meta-analysis, that more efforts are needed in this field to make
therapeutic games truly appealing and adaptive to the specific
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needs and possibilities of the patient. Many studies on VRR can be
found in the literature, but most address the elderly with stroke
or Parkinson’s, i.e., the navigation system developed by (Pool, et
al. [5]), “ReHabgame” (Esfahlani, et al. [1]), three low-cost games
presented by (Seo, et al. [6]), “Rehab @ Home” (Jonsdottir, et al.
[7]) or “Motion Rehab AVE 3D” (Trombetta, et al. [8]). Far fewer
studies can be found for children and young adults, although they
are the ones who play video games more frequently. Most of them
are aimed at cerebral palsy (CP) patients, who, together with those
affected by neuromuscular disease (NMD), form the main group of
young people with motor dysfunction (Bonnechere, et al. [3,5,911]; Lorentzen et al., 2019). However, NMD patients often cannot
use the same applications as CP patients. They have less muscle
strength and are unable to perform frequent and rapid movements.

and thus could be a basis for a generalized architecture to build
versatile and adaptive exergames. It is not a clinical trial and no
health outcomes (e.g., improvements in movement) are evaluated.

completely immersive, rehabilitative exergames are implemented
generally in the form of minigames by translating conventional
exercises into a virtual environment (EVOLV [12-17]; MITII, 2017).
We distinguish minigames from “full-play games”, which are based
on grasping game mechanics like fantasy worlds, compelling
stories, missions to fulfill, brave protagonists, collectables,
inventories, etc. and contain the exercises as part of the whole. To
the best of our knowledge, our proposal for a “full-play exergame”
is the first one. Researchers are aware and agree that simplicity and
the lack of cognitive challenges lead to boredom and that cognitive
tasks have a positive effect on motivation and therefore on physical
performance and progress (Mihelj [18]). Various authors showed
this effect (Gorsic, et al. [18-20]) highlight that training scenarios
must be adaptable to specific patient capabilities to lead to better
improvements in motor and cognitive capabilities.

physical exercises (Chop, Row, Climb or Dive). The player performs
the needed movements and Phiby copies them. A limited range of
movement is compensated by an amplification mechanism. Figure
1 shows two example cells on the right and the four exercise scenes
below. Difficulties (time limit and objectives) can be adjusted for
each exercise type through the web platform. The cell structure
was chosen to combine any number and type of exercises in a
meaningful story. It allows the user to freely choose their path,
failing one exercise, the same or a different route can be chosen. In
this way, the order and frequency of the exercises are different for
each player. Additionally, the map could be personalized through
the arrangement of obstacles and walls. Multiple game mechanics
keep the player motivated, as, e.g., finding apples and apple trees to
recover energy, collecting wood to build bridges (allow returning a
river without rowing) or huts (needed for saving the game state).
Those mechanics make users think, plan, and decide independently
and let forget the physical effort.

Apart from lacking adaptability to different types of disorders, as
well as special functionality to personalize therapies, VRR still does
not pay enough attention to the possibilities that good game design
offers. While commercial exergames are extensive, engaging, and

These ideas are not new, but to the best of our knowledge,
there is no research or development of games that try to close
these identified gaps. To do this, we started in 2015 to develop
the therapeutic web platform “Blexer-med” (Eckert, et al. [21]),
which allows to manage different exergames, personalize their
difficulty and monitor the user’s results. “Phiby’s Adventures”
(Eckert, et al. [22]) is the first prototype of a full exergame to be
played with corporal movements attached to the platform. The
game architecture combines four scenes of upper limb exercise in
a modular way. They can be arranged in different sequences and
frequencies, or replaced by any others, the ones proposed here are
examples and have been tested for feasibility on a similar group of
users (Eckert, et al. [23]).With the here presented study, we wanted
to prove our hypothesis that the proposed game design is enjoyable
and efficient for people with very different physical conditions

Materials and Methods
Game Architecture

The proposed game, “Phiby’s Adventures v1”, forms part of the
“Blexer” system, which has been described in detail in multiple
previous publications (Eckert, et al. [23]). The game is hosted
together with a middleware (Eckert, et al. [24]), on the user’s
personal computer. The middleware communicates between the
game, the Kinect X360, and the “Blexer-med” database and web
portal. The game was developed with Blender as a third-person
video game and its architecture is based on a 2D grid map (Figure
1, upper left rectangle). The task of the main character, “Phiby”,
moved by the player with one hand, is to explore the map by
passing from cell to cell, to find the way out. Between the cells are
four obstacles, a trunk, a river, a tree, or a lake, which represent the

Study Design and Participants

Quantitative focus group design was selected to evaluate the
motivations and barriers to the exergame system described before.
Informed consent was obtained from parents and participants.
Approval for the study was obtained from the Ethical Committee
of the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. All procedures followed
were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible
Committee on human experimentation (institutional and national)
and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000.

We recruited the participants from ASEM (Madrid Association
of People with Neuromuscular Diseases) and FUNDAME (Spinal
Muscular Atrophy Foundation Spain). Inclusion criteria were aged
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disorder, ability to understand and follow simple guidelines
and perform the required tasks, time, and technical possibilities
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(Personal computer with 64-bit, 4 GB RAM, Windows 7, Internet
access) to use the videogame at home for about three weeks, living
in Madrid area.

Figure 1: Top row, left: grid map containing 16 x 8 cells; right: two cells of the map. Bottom row: exercise scenes from left to
right, up-down: “Chop”, “Climb”, “Dive”, and “Row”.
Participants were divided into homogeneous groups according
to their muscle strength and degree of autonomy. Muscle
strength of the shoulders, elbow, wrist, and torso was assessed
with the Daniels’ 6-stage manual muscular test (Daniels, et al.
[25]). Functional autonomy was evaluated with Barthel’s index
(Mahoney, et al. [26]). The values of both scales have been summed
up for each subject k and normalized over all subjects as shown in
equations (1) and (2), where sik are the average values of the three
measurements for each: both shoulders, both elbows, both wrists

(flexion and extension) and the torso (front and back), and where
bik are the scores obtained for autonomy (eating, bathing, dressing
etc.), each question scaling between 0 and 10.
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The correlation of both values revealed three separable
clusters that let form three groups of homogeneous ability: Group
Table 1: Baseline Characteristics of the Participants.
Subject ID

Gender

Age (years)

f

15

f

A1
A2

m

A4

m

B2

f

A3
B1

m

B3

m

C1

f

B4

f

Disorder

Mobility

AMC

Free walk, plays standing

18

Em. -Dreifuss

Free walk, plays standing

14

AMC

Wheelchair

16

Ltd. walk, plays seated
Wheelchair

Ltd. walk, plays seated

7

SMA II

Wchr, ltd. arm lift

7

SMA II

Wchr, ltd. arm lift

14

m

17

C6

Free walk, plays seated

DMD

21

m
f

MM

18

C4
C5

BMD

17

m
m

BMD

18

C2
C3

A (4 strongest subjects), Group B (4 medium abled), and Group C
(weakest 6), see (Table 1).

UCMD

7

SMA II
DMD

15

MM

DMD

Wheelchair

Wchr, ltd. arm lift
Wchr, ltd. arm lift
Wchr, ltd. arm lift
Wchr, no arm lift

Note: AMC = Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita, BMD = Becker Muscular Dystrophy, DMD = Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy,
MM = Mitochondrial Myopathy, SMA = Spinal Muscular Atrophy, UCMD = Ullrich Congenital Muscular Dystrophy
The day of installation, the game was calibrated to the range
of the user’s movements and the difficulty parameters were
adjusted according to their strength values. The playing schedule
was planned by the participants and annotated in the initial survey
(our proposal was 2 or 3 days per week during 20 to 30 minutes).
Scores and follow-up survey answers were checked daily on the
web portal. In case of poor performance or negative feedback, we
reduced the level of difficulty or asked if a problem had occurred.
We considered the intervention to be finished when either the
goal of the game was reached, or the player stopped playing for
more than a week and was not motivated to continue.

Data Collection and Analysis

Quantitative and qualitative data were gathered: frequency
and duration of play, scores and time per session and exercise,
as well as three surveys: initial, follow-up (after each interaction
with the game) and final. The surveys were developed according
to the System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, et al. [27]), the Game
Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) (Ijsselsteijn, et al. [28]) and the
work of (Brockmyer, et al. [29]). For data analysis, descriptive
statistics were used to calculate demographic and clinical features.
For analyzing the surveys and scores, frequency distributions,
central tendency, and standard deviations were calculated. When
in doubt [30], we chose medians instead of means to avoid extreme
outliers that could change the result. In addition, analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s post hoc test was used to compare

differences between groups [31]. The alpha level of statistical
significance was set to p < 0.05. Statistical analyses were conducted
with IBM SPSS Statistics® v. 26. As some participants played or
responded more often than others, we rely on the average of their
responses and ratings.

Results

Twenty three out of 43 eligible individuals met the inclusion
criteria, nine showed no interest in the study, leaving 14
participants: 6 females and 8 males; aged 7-21; average age
14.14 ± 1,266. All users had restricted movement of the lower
extremities, only two were able to play standing. Table 1 shows
the demographic information and groups. During six months,
each 6-8 people had the Kinect simultaneously at home, as long as
necessary. Table 2 provides statistics of the usage frequency and
compares the real gaming time with the time planned by the user.
“Intervention days” are the number of days having the game, except
the day of installation, “Gaming days” count the days the game was
used. The participants reserved an average of 5.2 days per week
with an average playing time of 27.5 minutes (bold numbers) per
session. This would have resulted in a total playing time of around
2.5 hours per week. Finally, they only played 1.9 days a week with
an average playing time of 18.9 minutes per session. However, these
times include parts without physical exercise (e.g., moving Phiby
towards an obstacle, building a hut, catching an apple, watching the
map, etc.). Detailed analysis of the time stamps shows that the pure
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training time (highlighted in grey in Table 2) was approximately half
of the playing time: 43.4 out of 87.1 minutes, which is an average of
9.5 minutes of exercise during 18.9 minutes of play. Based on the
number of days the game was available at home, the average usage

rate was 36% (approximately 2.5 days a week). The most active
player (Group A) used the game on 6 of 8 days (75%). He was one
of three (two of Group A, one of Group B) who completed the game.

Table 2: Playing statistics.

mean*

min*

max*

Intervention days

18.2

2.0

53.0

Nº days/week (planned)

1.9 (5.2)

1.0 (3.0)

5.3 (7.0)

Total, exercise time (min)

43.4

5.0

78.0

Gaming days

a

4.4

Total, playing time (min)

87.1

Average playing time/day (min) (planned)
b

Average exercise time/dayc (min)
Rate of usage (%)

1.0

d

8.0

11.0

149.0

18.9 (27.5)

7.5 (15.0)

28.7 (30.0)

36%

13.0%

75%

9.3

4.8

13.7

Note: Span between dates of first to last game played; mean (Total playing time/Game days); mean (Total exercise time/Game
days) dmean (Game days/Usage days); *out of 14 values. Gray rows show pure exercising time (not considering the time needed to
cross the cells).
a

b

Follow-up Survey
Questionnaire responses were averaged for each participant
and a descriptive analysis was made for each group. The six
questions are listed in Table 3 along with the results averaged per
group. The survey’s ranking evaluation is based on a 6-point Likert
scale ranging from 0 (absolutely disagree) to 5 (absolutely agree).
Questions Q1 and Q2 (“fun” and “satisfaction”) must be rated high,
while Q3 to Q6 (difficulty) must be rated low to indicate positive
feedback. Group C scored lower, as they tired more easily, but

c

despite this, they had the most fun and felt more satisfied than the
other groups (4.5 over 5 points). We used the ANOVA test twice to
determine if responses differed significantly between groups: once
for the entire set of responses and once for the averages per user,
because of the differing number of survey answers received per
user. In both cases, the result was σ > 0.05 for all questions except
Q6. Tukey’s post hoc report showed that C differs from A and B,
which means that two subgroups can be formed out of A+B vs. C,
which means that the target values were set too high in that group.

Table 3: Answers of the Follow-up Survey (averaged per participant).
Question

A

B

C

median

dev.

min/max

median

dev.

min/max

median

dev.

min/max

Q1. I had fun playing

2.6

1.6

1.0/4.0

2.9

1.4

1.0/4.3

3.5

1.5

0.5/4.0

Q3. I ended up tired

1.9

0.9

1.6/3.6

2.5

1.0

1.5/4.0

3.0

1.0

1.0/3.5

Q2. I felt satisfied

Q4. I had difficulties with movements
Q5. Time per exercise was too short
Q6. Target values were too high

Performance

2.7
1.4
1.1
1.1

1.5
0.3
0.9
1.4

1.4/4.2
1.2/2.0
0.6/2.7
0.0/3.2

As shown in Figure 2 (top left), Group A members registered on
average a higher number of gaming sessions (x ̃=6.5) than groups
B (x ̃=5) and C (x ̃=5). When examining the individual exercises, we
found that Group A clearly outnumbered the others in all exercises
(x ̃_chop=35, x ̃_climb=11.5, x ̃_dive=33.5, x ̃_row=30.5) and that
B ( x ̃_chop=27, x ̃_climb=9.5, x ̃_dive=22.5, x ̃_row=14) did each
exercise more often than Group C ( x ̃_chop=17.5, x ̃_climb=5.5,

3.7
1.9
1

0.7

1.2
1.2
0.7
0.7

1.5/4.0
0.0/2.6
0.0/1.8
0.0/1.6

4.5
3.0
2.3
3.0

1.8
1.3
1.1
0.9

0.5/5.0
1.5/5.0
1.0/4.0
2.8/5.0

x ̃_dive=19.5, x ̃_row=13.5). Per session, Group A completed 16
exercises on average, Group B 13, and Group C 10. Climbing was
practiced less because it appeared less frequently in the map. The
ANOVA test was also carried out for these results, but no significant
differences were found on any parameters studied. Figure 2 (top
right) shows the relationship between successful and unsuccessful
exercises. In general, the number of minigames won exceeds the
number of lost games, except for Group C in “Dive”. Groups A and B
also had difficulties, but they won more often than they lost.
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Figure 2: Top left: Average number of sessions and minigames played per group. Top right: Achievements per exercise by
groups. “Win” = score was reached in the time limit. Bottom left: Subjective improvements. Bottom right: Stress due to time
limits.

Final Survey
The most popular exercise was “Chop” (μ = 3.4), followed by
“Row” (μ = 2.6) and “Climb” (μ = 2.4), leaving “Dive” (μ = 1.6) on
the last position. ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.
(Bottom row) shows, by comparison, the perception of positive
Table 4: Suggestions for future improvements.

(improvement of ability) and negative experiences (stress) with
each exercise. In terms of skill improvement, the results are quite
similar for all groups and exercises. However, the stress factor was
very high for the diving exercise, most notably for Group C. Finally,
in Table 4, we summarize some interesting comments on the overall
experience.

Players:
Create more types of minigames like tennis, shooting balls, flying, paragliding, dancing…
Add puzzles and problems to solve.

Add rewards like points, medals etc. and levels of difficulty.
Add different movements (legs, shoulder, head, neck…).

I would like to play with others, get a real score and a leader board.

You should improve the control, especially in the lake. Please also improve the detection of hands and arms, as these are sometimes confused with the
knee or armrest of my chair.
The game was too childish for me.
Parents:

The game is an incentive to do exercises without realizing it and having fun.
It should be more appropriate for his/her age.

Control needs to be improved to include the game in therapy.
We would include such a game in our child’s therapy.
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Discussion
The exercises can be divided in two types: one that requires
a complex control of the avatar through the 3D environment
(Dive), and three based on arm movements with a fixed avatar.
The complex control was difficult to handle for all groups and
thus led to the least improvement and highest stress. Especially
Group C participants were more limited in movement due to their
wheelchair’s backrest. When control failed, the players ended to
exaggerate their movements, which worsened the control and led
to frustration in some cases. Regarding the other three exercises,
Chop was probably the favorite one because it provides the player
with the wood needed to build bridges and huts. Group C players,
although the weakest ones, were improving their skills at most
in this exercise and had the most fun. On the other two exercises,
Group B was performing best. The follow-up survey answers
(Table 3) show a good general motivation, above all for the most
vulnerable Group C. In addition, since we had not set a schedule, we
were able to determine how much motivation the participants had
to use the game without feeling obliged. On average, they played
around two weekly 20-minute sessions. This is less than half the
time planned, but people tend to overestimate their motivation
and we consider this result as quite positive. However, the survey
shows that after some sessions, users rated Q1 (having fun) and Q2
(feeling satisfied) lower. This is probably related to the statements
given in the final survey (Table 4) that the game would be funnier if
it offered more types of movement and cognitive challenges. Style
and diversity are also essential to address the interests of different
users. The greatest satisfaction was shown when the final goal was
reached.

As expected, the strongest Group A exploited the game most,
playing more frequently (Figure 2, top left) and achieving the
highest scores (Figure 2, top right), even though Group B was very
close. Nevertheless, we consider that the weakest Group C obtained
the greatest benefit, because the winning scores were still high
enough to experience success. The perception of improvement
was high in all exercises but one, and, most importantly, Q1 and Q2
revealed that they had the most fun and felt most satisfied. This is
a very positive outcome and shows that the most vulnerable group
enjoyed the game most. In contrast to minigames, which directly
focus on the performance of individual exercises, in full games only
part of the play time is spent doing exercises. In the remaining
time, the character is moved around, etc., which helps the player to
recover and experience less fatigue. Thus, that type of game could
be used frequently (daily or more) in addition to the conventional
physiotherapy sessions, without overexercising the patient. Due
to the possibility of monitoring and difficulty adjustment at a
distance, the levels of difficulty could be constantly adapted to the
players’ performance. It was decreased to augment motivation and

DOI: 10.26717/BJSTR.2022.43.006889

increased when the challenge was low. This led to a global increase
of the performance due to a personalized adaptation.

Contrary to most studies found, our study shows comparative
results for a variety of diseases (7 different neuromuscular
diseases) with a wide range of impairments (from standing to
severe physical disability). Through motion amplification and
individual configuration of difficulties, similar performance and
playing times have been achieved. 90% of the suggestions for
improvement from participants and their families (Table 4) relate
to the “gaming experience”, the rest to gesture control issues. All
parents confirmed that they would like to integrate an exercise
game in their children’s therapy.

Limitations

Further studies with larger patient populations and unimpaired
control groups are needed to make our results more significant
and reliable. Moreover, long-time studies and inclusion into
therapy would be necessary to reveal if the game has a positive

effect on health and if it adapts well the progression of certain
diseases. The game should also be tested with different exercises
and configurations, more motivating game mechanics, and a more
precise camera. The Kinect X360 fails in capturing movements near
the body center, confuses the armrests of the wheelchair with the
user’s arms, and sometimes fails with small children (problems in
subjects C1, C2 and C3) when lighting is inadequate. The corporal
control in the 3D environment is very challenging for people with
physical disabilities and specific tests are needed to find an efficient
method to achieve personalized calibration.

Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
presents a generic architecture for a full play exergame that can be
individually tailored and adjusted to the user’s needs. Tests showed
enjoyment and favorable scores for all users despite different types
and degrees of affection. The most vulnerable participants had
the most fun and satisfaction, in spite of lower scores and more
difficulties regarding 3D control. This means that also people
suffering from progressive disorder could take advantage from a
game built according to the proposed adaptive architecture, which
confirms our hypothesis that our approach can build a basis for a
versatile game design.
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